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Here is a conversation I had many times with strangers in the 

year 2019.

Member Journal Text and Images by
Victoria Merriman

“What do you do for work?”

“Well, I’m in transition. I’ve owned a web design 

business for twenty years, but I’m in the midst of 

closing it down. I’m thinking of getting into stone 

masonry.”

“You can’t do that.”

“Why not?”

FROM PIXELS TO STONE, 
OR HOW TO 

STRENGTHEN YOUR BACK

The reasons: You’ll hurt your back. You’re in your forties. Not to 

be sexist, but you’re a woman. It’s hard work. You aren’t strong 

enough. Did I mention you’ll hurt your back?

Victoria’s 1st workshop at The Stone Trust

Nevertheless, I couldn’t seem to shake the idea. Years before, 

I’d hired a crew to build stone steps and retaining walls in 

my backyard. I envied them. While I sat through some inane 

conference call, they got to be outdoors, working with their hands, 

building something beautiful, getting dirty. It looked fun.

I finally made the painful and necessary decision to close my 

business in January 2019. It took a full year to do it the way I 

wanted: finish the websites in progress, help my clients transition, 

lay off staff who felt more like family, pay off debt, close accounts. 

It was hard, lonely, and I cried a lot. One friend likened it to a 

divorce: I’d emotionally checked out and still had to put in the time 

and work to extricate myself.

My first workshop at the Stone Trust felt like a turning point, one 

small act of creation in a year of dismantling everything. It felt 



wonderful to build something: a stone wall, and the life I wanted. I 

came home exhausted, sore, bruised, cut, filthy, sweaty, sunburned, 

and deeply in love. I immediately signed up for more workshops 

and, on a bold whim, registered for the Level 1 test, which was 

only three months away. 

This was alarming. It also sparked a rabid motivation to transform 

myself from an office-dwelling creampuff into someone who could 

move three tons of stone out of and into a wall in seven hours. I 

reached out to one of my instructors to ask if I could help him on 

any projects to get practice, and he invited me to work with him on 

a project for a few days. I built garden walls for a friend. I pulled 

fieldstone out of the woods near my house and built practice walls. 

In my spare time between selling office furniture and canceling 

insurance policies, I seized every opportunity to get my hands on 

stone. At first, two days a week was all my poor muscles could 

handle. Then three, then four.

Finally test day arrived, glorious and sunny. I was the only woman 

testing that day, and by far the least experienced person there. As 

I chatted with the other dozen or so testers, I learned they were 

all professionals with years of landscaping or masonry experience. 

“Perhaps I’d been too ambitious,” I thought, feeling sheepish. I 

made up my mind to enjoy the process of failing spectacularly as 

long as it meant I’d get to build another wall.

The examiners came around and introduced themselves. Jared, one 

of the founders of the Stone Trust, and Peter, a master waller from 

England, set me at ease. They seemed affable and laid-back, the 

kind of guys I could imagine shooting the breeze with over a pint 

of beer.

Then there was Michael: aloof, quiet, serious, perfect posture, 

neatly tucked plaid shirt, gray mustache, slight Scottish accent. He 

carried a clipboard. I found him terrifying.

They gave the signal to begin, so we all started taking apart our 

sections of wall and organizing the stone. Eager to leave myself 

ample work space, I carried my cope stones about four miles from 

my wall and placed them in a neat line. Jared suggested, “You may 

want to lay your stone out a little closer to the wall. You’re going to 

tire yourself out going back and forth.”

Oh.
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Throughstones set and test wall underway
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I heeded Jared’s advice and kept going, leaving the copes where they 

were but setting my other stones closer. I couldn’t help noticing that 

all the menfolk were already way ahead of me. I felt discouraged 

until I remembered a book I’d recently read about the 1930s 

University of Washington rowing team, a bunch of scrappy farmers 

and fishermen who went on to win the Olympics. Their motto was 

“Mind in boat.” Don’t worry about the other boats. Focus on doing 

your personal best.

“Mind in boat,” I repeated to myself, “mind in boat.” The guys 

finished stripping out a good fifteen minutes faster than me, but 

then had to wait while the examiners set up batter frames, so I used 

that time to catch up. I had just moved six thousand pounds of 

stone in forty-five minutes, making my toughest gym workouts of 

the past look like fourth-grade hopscotch. My muscles were already 

screaming at me and there were still six hours to go. That did not 

bode well.

But once I started walling it felt weirdly easy compared to the 

practice projects I’d done. By then, I’d experienced the desperation 

of digging through a pile to find just the right stone and the 

heartbreak of ruining that stone as you try to chisel off a bump. 

Now, a sea of stone lay before me, organized by thickness, no 

shaping required. What a luxury.

My foundation went in more quickly than I expected. My next 

courses went well too, but in my eagerness to get my through stones 

on before lunch I neglected to fill in the hearting on the previous 

course. Michael chastised me while scribbling something on his 

clipboard. “At the higher levels of certification, we’d expect you to 

fully heart each course before the next.” I wanted to retort, “Good 

thing this is only the Level 1 test,” but of course I kept my mouth 

shut. After lunch I took time to tightly heart under my throughs 

and made sure I could not see even a speck of daylight through any 

part of my wall.

Then came the second lift, which Jared called the “walling strike 

zone.” There’s less bending over to place stones, so it gets a little 

faster and easier. The guys on either side of me started to huff, puff, 

grunt, and strain, which puzzled me since we were now into the 

smallest stones we’d be lifting all day, nice little library books. My 

hopes of finishing on time grew with each completed course.

Victoria’s completed Level 1 test wall
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Every time Michael came near, my heart rate spiked and I made 

a show of obsessively hearting something. I overheard one of my 

neighbors ask Michael if the batter—the wall’s slope—was just 

for aesthetics, and Michael explained its structural importance. 

What came out of my mouth next was something I’d found to be 

true in website design, but I didn’t really know if it applied to dry 

stone walls. “I find that when a choice is functionally appropriate, 

it’s often aesthetically pleasing as well.” Michael’s impassive face 

lit up ever so slightly.

I got all my courses done with forty-five minutes left, leaving 

plenty of time to fiddle with the big flat cover bands: WHY did 

they not go on the same way they came off? I even had time to 

walk the four miles to retrieve my copes.

Then came the hardest part of the day: waiting while the 

examiners reviewed our walls and tabulated our scores. One man 

taking the Level 2 test didn’t finish in time, an automatic failure, 

and stormed off in his truck. The rest of us lounged on the grass, 

rehydrating, sharing our challenges and triumphs of the day, 

speculating how we did.

I was thrilled to pass, and shocked to get the second highest score 

of the group. “You seem like you have a knack for this,” Jared said 

as he handed me my marks. “It was interesting watching you work 

alongside the guys. You kept up a calm, steady pace all day. You 

looked like you were having fun the entire time.”

I was.

Michael approached, looking serious as ever, and my pride 

dissolved into trepidation once again. He looked me in the eye, 

shook my hand, and said, “You do good work.”

He could not know how much those four words meant. It 

occurred to me then that maybe slow and steady was just as good 

as strong. And maybe my eye for design did translate, at least a 

little bit, to building stone walls.

Fast forward two years. I finished closing my business and spent 

that winter in Australia working with a Level 3 waller named 

Emma whom I found on the DSWA website, Like me, she’d 

left a corporate job and got into stonework in her forties. I came 

Top:  Ironstone wall in Australia in progress
Above:  Selfie in Australia
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home and started working full-time, for actual money, alongside 

some excellent wallers—including Michael, who turned out to be a 

wonderful teacher, a genius with stone, a goofball with a penchant 

for bad puns, and an all-around kind, intelligent, and generous 

human being. He and my other coworkers pushed my skills and 

standards to higher levels. I passed the even more grueling Level 

2 test, and am now starting my own business, named after the two 

forces that hold a dry stone wall together: Friction & Gravity.

For anyone considering stonework as a career change, at any age, I 

have exactly one word of advice: try. You’ll probably have people tell 

you it’s a “bad idea.” You will almost certainly have days of self-doubt 

and flat-out terror. Maybe you’ll hate the work, or maybe you’ll find 

yourself addicted to ubiquitous dirt and full-body exhaustion and 

that moment when stones fit perfectly. There is only one person who 

can tell you for sure whether you can do it: you.

Where do you get the opportunities to try? Create them. Take 

workshops. Pick up a few tools. Talk friends into letting you build 

a wall for them, or build one for yourself. Reach out to Stone Trust 

professional members and ask if they need help or know anyone 

who does. Make the most of this wonderfully knowledgeable and 

supportive community.

Side note: my back is now the strongest it’s ever been. You know 

what’s really bad for your back? 

Sitting in an office chair all day.

Top:  Sandstone Cheek End in Australia

Above:  Successful Level 2 WallAbove:  Victoria with the Amherst crew

About Victoria Merriman  —  Victoria Merriman transitioned into stone 

masonry after 20 years as a web designer. The work appeals to her love of 

nature, creative problem-solving, and building beautiful, long-lasting spaces 

for people to enjoy. She holds DSWA Level 2 certification and a degree in 

Visual Arts and Design from Harvard University.


